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Abstract— Distribution transformers are one of the most 

important elements of electrical power system. Transformer 

is a device which is continuously working In order to improve 

the efficiency of the transmission system. The present paper 

proposes continuous online monitoring of distribution 

transformer using IoT (Internet of Things). The internet of 

things connects the unconnected things. Previously the things 

that weren’t accessible have been made accessible because of 

it. The transformer is subjected to various faults such as Over-

voltage, Over-current etc. All these faults are persistently 

monitored throughout by the Arduino which regularly sends 

the health information of the Transformer via the Wi-Fi 

module. This data can be accessed from anywhere in the 

world by an Android application. So the maintenance of the 

distribution transformer can be successfully implemented by 

the use of this project ideology. We are using Arduino 

controller and sensors to sense temperature, voltage and 

current from the output of the transformer. LCD display will 

show live voltage, current and temperature values. It will act 

as a Dashboard. IoT (Internet of Things) module is used for 

monitoring purpose from anywhere over internet. If there is a 

change in the values of predefined controller following 

operations will take place.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Transformer is the vital component in the electric power 

transmission and distribution system. The problems of 

overloading, voltage variation and heating effects are very 

common. It takes a lot of time for its repair and also involves 

lot of expenditure. This work is all about protecting the 

transformer under overload condition. Due to overload the 

efficiency drops and the secondary winding gets overheated 

or it may be burnt. So, by reducing the extra load, the 

transformer can be protected. This can be done by operating 

another transformer in parallel with main transformer through 

microcontroller and change over relay. The microcontroller 

compares the load on the first transformer with a reference 

value. When the load exceeds the reference value, the slave 

transformer will automatically be connected in parallel with 

first transformer and share the extra load. Therefore, a number 

of transformers work efficiently under overload condition and 

the damage can be prevented. Distribution transformers have 

a long service life if they are operated under good and rated 

conditions. However, their life is significantly reduced if they 

are overloaded, resulting in unexpected failures and loss of 

supply to a large number of customers thus effecting system 

reliability. The Transformer Monitoring System is defined as 

a group of components built together in order to sense and 

monitor various parameters of a transformer that are vital to its 

functionality. The Monitoring system is attached to an existing 

transformer’s lines with minimal effort and remains 

nonintrusive to the lines and its components. The Monitoring 

system is cost effective so the practicality of placing one on 

every transformer is reachable. It is economical and more 

reliable to install number of small rated Transformers than 

installing single high rated Transformer. Parallel operation of 

Transformers full fills the total demand with maximum 

efficiency. 

A. Basic approach  

The main objectives of our model can be summarized as 

follows:  

 To monitor performance of Transformer and parallel 

operation of Transformer. 

 Real time monitoring of Transformer using IoT (Internet 

of Things) module. 

 To maintain optimum functioning of Transformer using 

various sensors and Arduino controller. 

 To Maintain Continuity of supply by load sharing 

between transformers. 

Key words: Arduino Uno (MicrocontrollerATmega328),IoT 

module (ESP 8266),Transformer (230/110V),Current sensor 

(ACS712),Load (Resistive),Relay, Cooling fan and Buzzer, 

LCD display, Power supply (230V) 

B. Modules Used: 

1) BLOCK DIAGRAM 

2) Circuit Diagram 

3) Operation  

4) Hardware View  

5) IoT Screen 

1) Block Diagram  

 

C. Hardware Requirement: 

1) Power Supply (230V-50Hz A.C.) 

2) Transformer1-Transformer2 (230/110V, 50Hz A.C.) 

3) Arduino UNO(MicrocontrollerATmega328) 

4) Variable Load (60W,100W,160W) 

5) Relay (RKI-3151, 5V) 

6) Current sensor(ACS712) 

7) Buzzer (MATEK, 5V) 

8) LCD (16x2) 

9) Wi-Fi module (IoT ESP8266) 

10) Temperature sensor (LM-35) 

11) Cooling Fan. 

1) Power Supply (230V, 50Hz A.C.) 

A 230V, 50 Hz A.C. Supply is being connected to the two 

Transformers T-1 and T-2. The A.C. input i.e., 230V from the 
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mains supply is step down by the transformer to 

approximately 110V. 

12V DC supply is given to the Arduino UNO 

through adapter. 

5V supply for the operation of relay and sensors is given from 

Arduino UNO 5V output supply. 

2) Transformer 1- Transformer 2 

Specifications 

Voltage rating                 230/110V AC 

Current rating                 1 Amp 

Power rating                   100 Watts 

Operating Frequency      50Hz    

Two step down Transformers of rating 230/110V, 50 Hz A.C. 

are connected to the power supply. These transformers steps 

down voltage to 110V approximately. Both the Transformers 

can withstand 100Watts load each. Maximum current that can 

be drawn for each transformer is close to 1 Amp. 

Necessary conditions for parallel operation of Transformers: 

1) The line voltage ratios of the two transformers must be 

equal. 

2) The ratio of their winding resistances to reactance’s 

should be equal for both the transformers. 

3) Equal per unit leakage impedance 

4) Both transformers should work on same power   factor. 

5) The Polarities of the transformers must be same. 

6) The Turn Ratio of the transformer should be equal. 

 
                           Parallel operation 

3) Arduino UNO 

a) Specifications: 

 Microcontroller                                 ATmega328 

 Operating Voltage                             5V  

 Input Voltage (recommended)          7-12V 

 Input Voltage (limits)                        6-20V  

 Digital I/O Pins                                 14  

 Analog Input Pins                              6  

 DC Current per I/O Pin                     40 mA  

 DC Current for 3.3V Pin                   50 mA  

 Flash Memory   32 KB (ATmega328) of which 0.5 KB 

used by bootloader S 

 RAM                                           2 KB (ATmega328)  

 EEPROM                                       1 KB (ATmega328)  

 Clock Speed                                       16 MHz 

A 28 pin Arduino UNO with Microcontroller ATmega328 is 

used, which has D0-D13 Digital I/O pins, A0-A5 analog O/P 

pins, one 5V output, one 3.3V output, 3 GND pins.  It can be 

operated at 12V or 5V. Serial communication pins RX and 

TX provides connection between Wi-Fi module ESP 8266 

and Arduino-UNO. Also digital O/P pins are connected with 

LCD module, Buzzer, LED, and Fan. It also gives switching 

signals to relays. Temperature sensor LM-35 is connected to 

Arduino UNO as analog input. The current sensed form 

current sensor is also given as the analog input to the Arduino 

UNO. 

4) Relay 

a) Specifications 

 Name  RKI-3151 

 Type   Electromagnetic – Mechanical 

 Operating Voltage   5V DC 

 Min. Triggering current    <5mA 

 Feasible  Both DC and AC 

 Max sustainable vtg.  220V 

Relay is provided with Transformer 2 as shown in the block 

diagram. Relay provides connection between Transformer 2 

and variable load during overload condition. Relay requires 

5V supply for the operation, which is supplied by Arduino 

UNO. A relay is an electrically operated switch. We have 

used an electromagnet to mechanically operated Relay. 

Relays are used where it is necessary to control a circuit by a 

low-power signal (with complete electrical isolation between 

control and controlled circuits), or where several circuits must 

be controlled by one signal. Magnetic Latching Relays 

Magnetic Latching relays require one pulse of coil power to 

move their contacts in one direction, and another, redirected 

pulse to move them back. 

5) Current Sensor 

a) Specification 

 Name  ACS712 

 Operating voltage  4.5V – 5.5V 

 Output current range  0-30Amps 

 Sensitivity  66mV/Amp 

A current sensor ACS712 is used to sense current 

continuously. It is connected to Arduino UNO which 

compares it with pre-defined value. Corresponding voltage 

ratings can be also calculated. ACS712 current sensor 

operates on 5V supplied from Arduino UNO. Voltage change 

is proportional to current measured on the sensing terminals.  
6) LCD 

LCD screen displays continuous monitored readings. LCD 

screen consists of two lines with 16 characters each (16x2). 

Each character consists of 5x7 dot matrix. Contrast on display 

depends on the power supply voltage and whether messages 

are displayed in one or two lines. For that reason, variable 

voltage 0-5 is applied on pin marked as Vee.  

 
LCD 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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7) Wi-Fi Module (IoT Module) 

 Name   ESP8266 

 Power supply   3.3V 

 Wi-Fi connectivity 2.4GHz, WPA/WPA2 Connectivity                                      

 Starting and transmitting time <2ms 

 Operating Temp rang  -400C to 1250C 

 Integrated 10-bit ADC 

 Integrated TCP/IP Protocol stack 

 IoT Module ESP8266 (ESpressif system’s smart 

connectivity platform) is used for sending data over internet. 

This data is accessible anywhere over internet by simple 

android application or website (www.thingspeak.com). This 

module is connected to Arduino UNO. As per the readings in 

the controller, the data is sent to IoT module which is 

displayed. ESP8266EX offers a complete and self-contained 

Wi-Fi networking solution; it can be used to host the 

application or to offload Wi-Fi networking functions from 

another application processor. 

8) Temperature Sensor  

a) Specification 

 Name   LM35 

 Operating Vtg.  4V-30V 

 Temp. Sensing range -550C to 1500C 

 Drain current  60Ma  

 Self-heating  0.080C in still air 

 Output  10Mv/0C 

Temperature sensor LM-35 is used for temperature sensing 

of transformer. The change in temperature is sensed and sent 

to controller. The output of LM35 is in mV. Change in Temp 

by 10C gives corresponding voltage of 10mV. 

9) Buzzer 

a) Specifications 

 Name MATEK Buzzer 

 Supply 5V 

 Signal continuous beep 

Buzzer is provided for alarming security at overload 

condition. 

10. Cooling Fan 

Cooling fan is activated when temperature is increased above 

pre-defined value in controller. The operating voltage is 

supplied by external 3v battery. The relay is used to switch 

the fan ON after receiving signal from Arduino UNO.  

D. Circuit Diagram: 

 
 

 

 

E. Operation: 

1) Design operating circuit according to block diagram. 

2) Give power supply to circuit and increase the load on 

Transformer 1. 

3) All the operation will be controlled using Arduino Uno. 

4) Monitor Transformer 1 performance parameters using 

various sensors and displayed using IoT module and 

LCD screen. 

5) If overloading occurs on Transformer 1 then Buzzer 

beeps and cooling fan is activated. 

6) After overloading Transformer 2 comes into operation 

and overload will be shared between both transformers. 

7) The Buzzer and fan will turn off when the temperature of 

Transformer cools down to normal temperature. 

F. IoT Screen: 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

1) Real Time Monitoring of Transformer is possible from 

anywhere over internet. 

2) If transformer deviates from optimum functioning and 

gets over loaded, buzzer should sound and parallel 

operation of transformers would be triggered. 

3) If the temperature of transformer changes beyond 

predefined value, cooling system (fan) should be on. 

4) If major issue takes place the main supply to the 

transformer is cut off using relay. 

Output can be continuously monitored as above. 
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III. FUTURE SCOPE 

Integrating features of all the hardware components used have 

been developed. Presence of every module has been reasoned 

out and placed carefully, thus contributing to the best working 

of the unit. Secondly, use of highly advanced IC’s with the 

help of growing technology in the project is done. The project 

can be used in future for monitoring of the Transformer 

simply through android phone which is connected via Wi-Fi 

module connected to Microcontroller. If overvoltage and 

overcurrent happens then microcontroller will send an alert 

message to an android application and the android app user 

will get the alert message in mobile. In short the performance 

of the transformer can be viewed anywhere through internet. 
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